
Under 21A Football South East Final 

 

Carrigaline 2-6 Valley Rovers 1-11 

 

The Under 21 Footballers were defeated in the South East Final in Kinsale on 
Saturday evening. 

 

Valleys were first on the scoreboard but this was cancelled out by a Brian Coakley 
45. Valleys had the next score, a point and dominated most of the opening 
exchanges but found Carrig keeper Keelan Daly in outstanding form denying a 
number of goal opportunities. We got a great boost in the 18th minute when Jamie 
DePuis soloed through for a goal. Valleys responded with four points in a row before 
Stephen Maguire slotted over a point on the call of half time to leave the half time 
score Carrigaline 1-2 Valley Rovers 0-6. 

 

The second half say a marked improvement in our display matching Valleys score for 
score . With 7 minutes to go the scores were level when Jamie Depuis who was very 
impressive through out soloed through before he was brought down for a penalty. 
Jamie took the penalty himself and dispatched it expertly to the net to leave us a goal 
to the good. Valleys responded with a point and then disaster struck when a free hit 
the post and was finished to the net to leave Carrig a point behind. We continued to 
attack but could not get the equaliser and Valleys finished with a point at the death.  

Disappointing to lose but overall Valleys were the better team on the night but the 
Carrig lads made them fight to the end for the victory. 

 

Scorers: J DePuis 2-2 (1-0 pen, 0-2F), B Coakley 0-2 (1 45), C Mcintyre 0-1 (F), S 
Maguire 0-1 

 

Team: Keelan Daly, Eoin O’Connor, Shane Griffin, Brian Lynch, Daniel O’Reilly, 
Kevin O’Connell, Kieran Kavanagh, Peter Mullane, Brian Coakley, Matthew O’Reilly, 
Killian McIntyre, Evan Ryle, Stephen Maguire, Jamie DePuis, Billy Pope. Subs used. 
Niall Quirke and Kieran Duane. 

 


